


Obstacles to creativity

 The fear to be laughed at…

 that will surely not succeed

 not seeing the advantage

 holding on to known solutions

 the others are to blame

 create your own barriers

 be satisfied with the first solution

 problem of authority: who is the boss



The Eureka-effect
10 phases

 problem is a challenge
 problem is yours
 starting research; looking for solutions
 feeling frustration
 distraction
 relaxation
 moment of coincidence
 the eureka moment; sudden insight, inspiration
 euphoria
 realisation



Conditions for creative thinking and acting

confidence dare to take risks

 independent

 freedom/space

 concentration intrinsic motivation

 good problem definition

 braking patterns/outside the box

 give ideas a chance

 humour

Time pressure / necessity

Look at alternatives



Conditions for creative thinking and acting

in organisations and teams:

 stimulance new ideas

 remuneration ideas

 facilities ( budget, people)

Not too much control: freedom

Don‛t ask too well-defined questions

 not authoritative



7 rules of creative communication
1. Postpone judgment

2.   Listen carefully: what can be of value
in the idea ?

3.    Freewheel: imagination

4.    Quantity breeds quality

5.    Cross-pollination

6.    3 x +++ 

7.    28 ideakillers under taboo : ( 



1. Yes, but ……
2. That does exist already!
3. Impossible.
4. Our customers won‛t appreciate it.
5. Let‛s be realistic.
6. Too expensive.
7. That‛s not logical.
8. We need more research.
9. No budget.
10. Don‛t make any mistakes.
11. The board will not agree.
12. I am not creative.
13. It is not my responsibility.
14. If it was such a good idea, others would have tried it already.

28 idea killers



15. That‛s too big a change.
16. The older people will not use it.
17. Too hard to control.
18. We have always done it this way, why change? 
19. We don‛t have the time for it.
20. The market is not yet ripe for it.
21. We are too small for that.
22. Let‛s remain serious about it.
23. We keep it in mind.
24. We have managed without it.
25. It might work somewhere else perhaps, but not here.
26. It‛s already in our future businessplan.
27. Later we will put somebody on it.
28. Since when have you become an expert?



1. Think of one quality or ability you 
have that makes you succesful

2. Share it with 3 other people

3. Create a new product or service 
together inspired by your qualities : 
a new business is born !



Incubationtime of ideas

between invention and adoption in the market

 t.v. : 55 years (1884 – 1939)

 pacemaker : 30 years (1928 – 1958)

 frozen food : 15 years (1908 – 1923)

 zipper : 30 years (1883 – 1913)

 radio : 24 years (1890 – 1914)

 antibiotics : 30 years (1910 – 1940)

 ballpoint : 7 years (1938 – 1945)





Six thinking hats

White hat = neutral focus on the objective information and data.
what information is available / needed
how might it be obtained

Red hat = feelings, intuition, emotions
(without any need to justify them)

Green hat = creativity, new ideas, alternatives, putting forward
possibilities and hypotheses

Yellow hat = optimism, logical positive view
looks for benefits

Blue hat = overview, process-control, thinking about thinking

Black hat  = ‘caution‛-hat: critical judgment, why something cannot
be done, will not be profitable





1. Reversal

Lateral thinking

2. Exaggeration

3. Wishfull thinking

4. Random word stimulation

5. Escape from what you think is normal / 
drop the dominant idea 



P.M.I.
Pluspoints : 3 minutes, only benefits, advantages

Minuspoints : 3 minutes, only minuspoints

Interesting points:      3 minutes

“What could be interesting”, free from value judgement





idea 
management

idea manager(s)

feedback!
…… < 4 weaks

think-tank

recognition

status …… (organigram)

performance
appraisal
criteria

training
…skills
…rules creative 
communication

buddies
toolkit-talks

coach
master        junior

‘good‛ failures
successes

“don‛t do it yourself…”

excursions
market / soukh space









Imagery

1. Exchange what you see, hear, smell, taste
when you look at the image or object

2. Choose 1 detail together.

3. Write down together 4 characteristics
of the chosen details.

4. Link these characteristics to the problem you
want to solve.....     Let them inspire you..!

5. Choose the one you like most ...... and think
of the first step, small and concrete, to 
realise this idea.

Good Luck!



The 5 languages of appreciation

compliments



Action for the other



Do 
together; 

being 
there for 
the other



Physical contact



Present



• Reward your neighbour with a 
compliment , you can add more of 
the 5 languages if you like

• What is your language to receive? 
Go to discover during the coming 
weeks….

• Have a great rewarding time !







1. Extract a principle

Techniques of movement

2. Focus on the difference

3. Moment-to-moment

4. Positive aspects

5. Circumstances


